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ABSTRACT

Introduction Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers (TRAP) laws impose extensive and sometimes costly requirements on abortion providers and facilities, potentially leading to barriers to care. Understanding the impact of these laws is important given their prevalence in the USA, but no review to date has summarised the available evidence. We conducted a systematic review of literature on TRAP laws and their impact on abortion trends and women’s health.

Methods We searched MEDLINE, PubMed and EconLit for original, quantitative studies where the exposure was at least one TRAP policy and the outcome was abortion and/or any women’s physical or mental health outcome.

Results Six articles met our inclusion criteria. The most common outcome was population-level abortion trends; studies also assessed the effect of TRAP laws on gestational age at presentation and measures of self-perceived burden. While certain TRAP laws (eg, admitting privilege requirements) appeared to have an effect on abortion outcomes, the impact of other laws—or combinations of laws—was unclear, due in part to heterogeneity between studies with respect to study design, geography, and exposure definition.

Conclusions TRAP laws may have an impact on the experience of obtaining an abortion in the USA. However, our review revealed a paucity of empirical research on their population and individual-level impact, as well as some disagreement about the effect of different TRAP laws on subsequent abortion outcomes. Future research should prioritise the specific TRAP laws that may have a uniquely strong effect on state-level abortion rates and other outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

Abortion access in the USA is driven in large part by state-level regulations, yielding considerable regional variation in access to care. States rely on a range of different strategies to regulate abortion access: some policies, like mandatory ultrasound requirements and pre-abortion waiting periods, aim to regulate the individual-level demand for abortion (these are often referred to as ‘demand-side’ policies). There are also ‘supply-side’ policies, which instead regulate providers and the general provision of abortion by instituting facility/licensing requirements and gestational age limits on abortion. Both types of restriction are exceedingly common in the USA: over half of all states had four or more restrictions in place as of 2016,2 yielding important state-level differences in access to abortion.

Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers (TRAP) laws are a key type of supply-side phenomenon.3 The individual laws beneath the ‘TRAP’ umbrella are diverse, with regulations ranging from minor to potentially insurmountable. Common TRAP laws require abortion clinics to be located within a specified radius of a hospital; require clinics to convert to, and function as, ambulatory surgical centres (ASCs); and require providers to secure admitting privileges at a nearby hospital. Advocates of these laws argue that they play an important role in protecting women’s health, but it is widely accepted that regulated abortion procedures are already exceedingly safe.4 Existing
Evidence suggests that certain TRAP laws pose important challenges to abortion providers and facilities, which is unsurprising since many laws involve costly and/or logistically challenging modifications to facilities and staff. In particular, laws requiring clinics to convert their facilities to ASCs and requiring providers to hold admitting privileges at nearby hospitals appear to decrease provider availability. Evidence of the impact of TRAP laws on clinic or service availability, coupled with the lack of medical necessity for these laws, prompted the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists in 2014 to call for an end to these policies.

If TRAP laws do reduce provider availability or close clinics, they may also be associated with a change in US abortion rates, which have been steadily declining over the past two decades. Although TRAP laws probably do not explain the entire decline in abortion, the loss of even a single provider may have a profound effect on local service availability, and increased distance to abortion providers is associated with a decrease in abortion rates. However, TRAP laws may not need to close clinics to have an impact on health and other outcomes: some laws may instead increase service costs or decrease availability of appointment slots, both of which could increase the time it takes for a woman to obtain an abortion. An increase in gestational age at presentation may limit the number of providers willing to perform an abortion (particularly if the pregnancy has entered the second trimester) and increase out-of-pocket costs to patients. While women with adequate resources are generally able to obtain an abortion with minimal difficulty, regardless of local policies, access-oriented barriers to abortion may introduce special challenges to low-income, young and/or rural women, as these women may be less able to manage increases in cost and distance.

Empirical evidence on the impact of TRAP laws on abortion trends and other health outcomes has not yet been summarised in a systematic way. Literature reviews exist on demand-side policies such as parental notification laws and mandatory waiting periods, but no review to date has assessed the totality of existing literature on supply-side/TRAP laws. Given the ubiquity of TRAP laws, as well as the recent legislation against them, it is important to understand their impact. We therefore sought to bridge this gap and summarise what is currently known about the impact of TRAP laws on abortion rates and women’s health outcomes.

METHODS
We registered this review in Prospero (ID# CRD42016039553), an international database of systematic reviews in the health and social sciences. The review consisted of four phases: title screening, abstract screening, full-text screening, and data abstraction (stage-specific inclusion/exclusion criteria are described in online supplementary appendix 1). Each phase was completed independently by two reviewers (NA/JM or NA/FU); disagreements were resolved by a third party (SH). We conducted a systematic search for literature on TRAP/supply-side policies and health outcomes using three electronic databases (MEDLINE, PubMed and EconLit); we also scanned the reference lists of relevant articles for additional publications. In the interest of capturing as much pertinent literature as possible, particularly since TRAP laws are sometimes assessed in conjunction with other abortion policies, we allowed our search strings to be fairly broad; our PubMed string, for example, included the following MeSH terms and keywords:

(Abortion, Induced OR Abortion, Legal/legislation & jurisprudence OR Abortion, Induced/statistics & numerical data OR Abortion, Induced/trends) AND ((‘abortion rate’ OR ‘abortion rates’) OR (health OR disease* OR morbidity OR mental health OR depression)) (AND United States)

We retained quantitative research articles focused on the USA where the exposure of interest was at least one TRAP policy, and the outcome was population and/or individual-level (women’s) health outcomes. We did not impose any language restrictions on our search. For the purposes of our review, specific TRAP policies included: ambulatory surgical centre (ASC) conversion requirements, other facility requirements (ie, room/corridor size specification), distance to hospital, transfer agreements, and admitting privileges at a nearby hospital (or comparable agreement), in accordance with the classification scheme currently employed by the Guttmacher Institute (https://www.guttmacher.org/state-policy/explore/targeted-regulation-abortion-providers). When articles discussed several policies, we focused on specific TRAP policies and their impact on relevant outcomes. We excluded (at the full-text phase) articles discussing changes in provider availability without a formal discussion of the TRAP policies that may have led to these changes.

At the data extraction stage, reviewers used piloted data collection forms to capture the primary policy (or policies) of interest and primary outcome measure(s), in addition to supplementary information on study design, sampling/data sources, analytical methods, effect estimates, and a subjective assessment of study quality (including reviewers’ specific concerns about opportunities for bias). We used the Newcastle-Ottawa scale (NOS) as a secondary assessment of study quality. The NOS score ranges from 0 to 9, and most work to date considers a score of 7 or greater evidence of ‘high quality’. While this scale offers a basic sense of study quality, we relied primarily on reviewers’ specific concerns to gauge opportunities for bias, as we found this to be a more comprehensive review strategy. This search began in June 2016; findings are current as of January 2017.

RESULTS
Our search returned 2563 unique articles, of which 329 were screened at the abstract stage and 69 were...
included in a full-text review. Just six articles met our inclusion criteria (flow diagram, figure 1); these articles are summarised in table 1. The mean NOS score was 7.7 (range 6–9), which is generally indicative of moderate to good overall quality. There was considerable heterogeneity across studies, particularly with respect to exposure and outcome definition; this was anticipated given the variety of individual TRAP laws and the wide range of possible health outcomes. Because of these differences, reported findings were not amenable to pooling; any attempt to quantitatively combine these studies would produce vague and potentially misleading effect estimates. We therefore present a narrative synthesis as this is a more appropriate, and we would argue more useful, approach to summarising a relatively diverse collection of literature.

Half of the retained publications featured national-level analyses, and the other half focused specifically on Texas, which was unsurprising given the state’s recent and highly-publicised legislative activity. Two of the Texas-based studies5,17 assessed the impact of House Bill 2 (HB2), a group of abortion restrictions enacted in Texas in 2013. HB2’s enforced provisions included an admitting privilege requirement, a ban on abortions after 20 weeks’ gestation, and restrictions on medication abortion. The third Texas-based analysis18 examined the effects of an earlier law – the Women’s Right to Know Act (WRTK) – which stipulated that all abortions at or after 16 weeks’ gestation must be performed in an ASC. Studies at the national level assessed a comparatively wider range of regulations: one19 used data from NARAL (a reproductive rights advocacy group) to group state-level TRAP laws into two categories (licensing fees, plant/personnel laws), and another20 used the same source but grouped TRAP laws according to a six-category classification scheme. The remaining study21 assessed the impact of supply-side regulations indirectly by simulating the effect of TRAP-driven provider closures on the national scale.

The most common health outcome was population-level abortion trends (abortion rates/ratios), but there was disagreement among the studies in our sample with respect to the effect of TRAP laws on these outcomes. Three of the five articles that assessed abortion outcomes reported an inverse association between certain TRAP laws and abortion rates, with exposure linked to a decrease in abortion.5,18,21 Depending on the analysis, the magnitude of this effect ranged from a 6.8% decline in the abortion rate among women aged 18–30 years,21 to a 13% decline in the abortion rate among all women of childbearing age (15–44 years),5 to a 72% decrease in the abortion rate among women presenting at or after 16 weeks’ gestation.18 In contrast, one study in this subgroup found no effect of TRAP laws on abortion demand,19 and one reported a potential increase in abortions following TRAP legislation.20 Both of these studies concluded that demand-side policies (particularly parental consent laws) play a more
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Study period</th>
<th>Relationship of interest</th>
<th>TRAP law(s) assessed</th>
<th>Outcome(s)</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amador et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1997–2011</td>
<td>Impact of reproductive policy on choice patterns in young women (18–30 years)</td>
<td>Simulated TRAP law(s) (inspired by Texas’s HB2) resulting in county-level provider closures</td>
<td>Abortion rate/ratio, contraception choices</td>
<td>Simulated closure of county-level provider was associated with a 6.8% decrease in the probability of obtaining an abortion and a 5.5% decrease in abortion ratio (#abortions/#pregnancies). Authors reported substantial substitution between contraception and abortion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauchamp et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1991–2005</td>
<td>Impact of TRAP laws on abortion market and abortion rates</td>
<td>Licensing, physician law, second-trimester hospital requirements, proximity to hospital, transfer agreement, physical/administrative requirements</td>
<td>Abortion rate, provider entry/market patterns</td>
<td>Physical/administrative requirements decreased market entry rates for clinics (−0.37; SE=0.22). Applying Utah’s restrictive provider regulatory scheme to the full country (via simulation) resulted in a 0.77% change in the number of abortions over the observation period (no SE reported).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colman and Joyce</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Texas, USA</td>
<td>2001–2006</td>
<td>Impact of WRTK Act on late-term abortion rates</td>
<td>ASC requirement for abortion at 16+ weeks’ gestation (also waiting/counselling components)</td>
<td>Abortion rate, cost, timing</td>
<td>WRTK Act was associated with a decrease of 0.57 late-term abortions per 1000 women (SE=0.10), a 72% decline compared with the pre-policy average. Cost of abortions at 20 weeks’ gestation increased by 37%. The authors found no effect of WRTK on abortions prior to 16 weeks’ gestation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerds et al.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Texas, USA</td>
<td>2014 (May–August)</td>
<td>Impact of HB2 on women who obtained an abortion</td>
<td>Admitting privilege requirements (also medical abortion restrictions, 20-week ban)</td>
<td>Burden (distance, cost, delay, preferred procedures) and hardship (self-reported composite/summary variable)</td>
<td>HB2 was associated with a 19% increase in difficulty accessing abortion, a 32.6% increase in women travelling over 50 miles, a 10.3% increase in women spending over US$100, a 14.3% increase in ‘frustrated demand’ for medical abortion, and an increase in mean hardship score (0.72, no SE reported).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Texas, USA</td>
<td>2012–2014</td>
<td>Impact of HB2 on abortion provision</td>
<td>Admitting privilege requirements (also medical abortion restrictions, 20-week ban)</td>
<td>Abortion rate, clinic availability</td>
<td>HB2 was associated with a 13% decrease in the Texas abortion rate over the observation period. The number of abortion facilities declined by 46%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medoff et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1982–2005</td>
<td>Impact of TRAP licensing fees or plant/personnel laws on abortion demand</td>
<td>Licensing fees, plant/personnel laws</td>
<td>Abortion ratio (abortions per 1000 pregnancies, women 15–44 years)</td>
<td>The effect of licensing fees on abortion demand (#abortions/#pregnancies) was 1.33 and the effect of facility requirements on abortion demand was −6.29 (no SEs reported for either estimate), based on the model with time effects; the author reported that neither association was statistically significant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASC, ambulatory surgical centre; HB2, House Bill; TRAP, Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers; WRTK Act, Women’s Right to Know Act.
significant role than supply-side policies in explaining the contemporary decline in abortion rates.19 20

Several studies assessed other relevant outcomes, including gestational age at presentation, out-of-state travel for services, and the cost of, and challenges associated with, obtaining an abortion. Collective findings suggest that aside from any impact TRAP laws may have on abortion rates, these policies may have a meaningful impact on the experience of obtaining an abortion. One study reported a 300% increase in the number of women travelling out of Texas to obtain abortions at or beyond 16 weeks’ gestation in the year following the WRTK Act.18 Other publications in our review did not offer a comparable estimate of out-of-state abortion, but one noted that this phenomenon may become increasingly rare among Texas residents given recently-enacted TRAP polices in neighbouring states.17 The clinic closures triggered by HB2 increased in-state travel burdens,17 18 21 with one study reporting an average four-fold increase in the distance to the closest provider.17 HB2 was also linked to increased costs17 18 and an increase in women’s self-reported hardship in obtaining abortions.17 However, while one analysis17 found no association between HB2 and gestational age at presentation, the other analysis of the same policy17 reported a slight increase in second-trimester abortion.

Although it was not one of our outcomes of interest, most of the articles in this review assessed the impact of TRAP laws on provider availability, which is likely an important mediator in any relationship between TRAP laws and subsequent health outcomes. Studies in our review tended to agree that TRAP laws were associated with a decrease in provider availability, with one reporting a loss of 46% of all Texas providers in the year following HB2 enforcement.5 The relationship between policies and providers was particularly central to one analysis20 that was principally concerned with the behaviour of the abortion market in response to regulations. This study reported that TRAP laws decreased market entry rates for clinics and increased the cost of procedures by approximately 10%. The collective findings suggested that a key impact of TRAP laws was not only to close clinics, but also to raise costs for abortion-seeking women because of those closures.17 18 21

**DISCUSSION**

TRAP laws are widespread in the USA, but quantitative evidence on their effects on women’s health remains fairly sparse. The relationship between TRAP laws and abortion outcomes emerged as a central theme in this review: certain TRAP laws – specifically admitting privilege and ASC requirements – were associated with a decrease in abortion rates. However, articles assessing other types (or combinations) of TRAP legislation produced contrary findings. This discordance was probably driven by differences in exposure definition, which suggests that how TRAP exposure is framed has important implications for subsequent conclusions about the laws’ effects on abortion outcomes: composite exposure definitions could compromise the ability to quantify the impact of especially deleterious TRAP laws. Given the results of our review, we argue that admitting privilege laws and ASC regulations merit additional research, particularly beyond Texas, as these laws have been enforced in many other states.

We found relatively little evidence on the impact of TRAP laws on other health outcomes. While supporters of these laws argue that extensive regulatory efforts are important in protecting women’s health, we did not find any evidence of this impact; however, given the noted safety of abortion in the absence of these policies,4 it would be difficult to detect a protective effect if one existed. We did, however, find some limited evidence on the adverse effects of certain laws, many of which are likely to be linked to TRAP-associated increases in the average distance to providers. Our review suggested that certain TRAP laws may be associated with an increase in gestational age at presentation, self-reported hardship, and costs incurred in obtaining abortion,5 17 although additional evidence is required to better understand these effects. As abortion becomes more restricted and costly after the first trimester, a substantial increase in gestational age at presentation would be especially troubling. We acknowledge that cost is not a health outcome, but it is almost certainly a key factor on any pathway between policy exposure and abortion or health outcomes. If TRAP laws increase out-of-pocket costs to women, as our collective findings suggest, women of lower socioeconomic position may face greater challenges in obtaining abortions.

We did not identify serious quality concerns over the course of our review, but we did document a number of potential sources of bias and practical issues. Although all of the articles in our review were published in 2010 or later, half18–20 assessed policy effects from 2006 or earlier, possibly pre-dating the more recent surge in TRAP enactment. This is likely to be due in large part to delays in abortion data availability and a lack of high-quality longitudinal data on state-level TRAP enforcement. Nevertheless, given modern trends in TRAP enforcement and currently available abortion data, it will be useful to re-evaluate existing estimates in the light of contemporary policy shifts. Furthermore, standard errors and confidence intervals were rarely reported, which complicates estimate comparison across studies. There was some disagreement between studies with respect to policy timing,19 20 which may be due to differences in policy categorisation. It is important to note that narrowing the exposure definition to a single policy or subset of policies may still present challenges, since specific TRAP laws (eg, ASC requirements) vary considerably from state to state.18 This complicates interstate analyses or comparisons, and suggests that the findings from the two studies in our review that focused on the admitting privilege requirement of HB2 in Texas may be internally valid, but not generalisable to other states.
Study designs and target populations also varied, which is an important consideration when interpreting policy effects. For example, findings from the survey-based study of women who successfully obtained abortions are unlikely to apply to the general population of abortion-seeking women, as women who were unable to obtain abortions were not represented. Likewise, evidence on supply-side policies regulating abortion in the second and third trimester is probably not generalisable to the broader population, as the majority of US abortions are in the first trimester. Simulation-based approaches were used in two of the studies in our sample. Although simulation is certainly a valuable tool, given recent policy trends there is an argument for prioritising analyses of observed data. It is also important to note that the effects of TRAP laws may be time-dependent: the extent to which these laws impact abortion rates and other outcomes may depend on the speed (and success) of providers’ response to new regulations. Analyses conducted shortly after a policy shift may overestimate the long-term impact of a policy if providers are slow to adapt. Finally, TRAP enactment may be precipitated by a shift in public opinion on abortion or a shift in abortion trends; this is an important and generally overlooked potential source of bias, and should be formally considered in future analyses.

Our review has some limitations. Our search strategy may not have captured all relevant literature on TRAP laws and health; we attempted to mitigate this risk by using multiple search engines and manually searching the reference lists of relevant articles. Our inclusion criteria were also fairly stringent at the full-text stage: there is a reference list of relevant articles. Our inclusion criteria focusing specifically on TRAP laws, we excluded other supply-side policies from our synthesis, some of which may also have an important impact on abortion trends: for example, one of the studies in our review reported a 70% decrease in medical abortion following enforcement of HB2, which was likely to have been attributable to policy-driven changes in the availability and cost of mifepristone. Finally, although geographic and other access-oriented barriers to abortion are not unique to the USA, TRAP laws are a US phenomenon; as such, our findings may not be generalisable to other countries.

CONCLUSIONS
In 2016, the US Supreme Court determined that the ASC and admitting privilege requirements in Texas’ HB2 were unconstitutional, which effectively opens the door to overturning many similar TRAP laws across the country. However, this process does not occur automatically: state-level policy changes will probably take some time to occur, and decreases in provider availability initially driven by TRAP enforcement may persist well into the future. The current political climate in the USA may further delay this process.

Our findings suggest that certain TRAP laws may have an impact on state-level abortion rates, especially in the years immediately following enforcement. These laws may also alter the overall experience of obtaining an abortion. However, additional high-quality research is required to update our knowledge on the impact of TRAP laws on abortion rates and women’s health, particularly given post-2005 policy trends. We echo calls from previous work for a research emphasis on specific TRAP laws, such as ASC regulation, that may have a uniquely strong effect on state-level abortion rates. Finally, future work should more explicitly assess the potentially amplified effects of these laws on young, low-income and rural women.
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Abortion politics: do TRAP laws have an impact on women’s health?

Ganesh Acharya,1 Huan Liang1,2

Abortion is regulated by law in most (if not all) countries, with a view to preventing abortion except under defined circumstances, and ensuring that abortions are performed safely. Abortion is allowed in 97% of the United Nations’ member states in order to save pregnant women’s lives.1 Today abortions are increasingly provided by healthcare personnel other than doctors, in community settings or even at home rather than in hospitals,2,3 and have become very safe in most countries where they are legal and accessible.4 However, regulations vary significantly around the world.1

In considering what legal position should be advocated and how regulation affects women’s health, it should be remembered that provision of safe abortion services was driven by the public health necessity to reduce maternal mortality, not as a primary human rights issue. The proportion of unsafe abortions is significantly higher in countries with highly restrictive abortion laws compared with those with liberal and less restrictive laws.4 Maternal mortality still remains unacceptably high in countries where abortion is illegal.

Even in some highly developed, democratic and affluent countries, such as the UK and the USA, complete decriminalisation of abortion has not been achieved yet, and policies that impose impractical,
costly and resource-intensive requirements on abortion providers may have a negative impact on abortion accessibility and on women’s health. However, reducing abortion numbers is also a worthwhile goal from the perspective of health policymakers, and of women themselves. How best to achieve that continues to dominate the political debate, especially in the USA.

Governments’ priorities and policies have an impact on both health and healthcare ethics. Undoubtedly, educating girls and women and providing easy access to birth control is an effective way of reducing the need for an abortion. However, enforcing policies such as so called Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers (TRAP) laws may have a negative impact on the accessibility of abortion services, and is unlikely to support women’s health. Conversely, a government policy that encourages women to have an abortion to meet national family planning targets or a society that expects women to abort a female fetus cannot be considered humane or ethical even if the access to abortion services is excellent and procedures are medically safe.

The systematic review by Austin and Harper published in this issue of the journal aimed to evaluate the impact of TRAP laws on population-level abortion trends, gestational age at presentation, and measures of self-perceived burden. The authors conclude that certain TRAP laws may have an impact on state-level abortion rates and the experience of obtaining an abortion in the USA.

The study is limited by small numbers (n=6) of included studies, and heterogeneity in design, methodology and reporting, preventing quantitative measurement of the impact of exposure to TRAP laws (composite or individual components) and meta-analysis. The resulting narrative synthesis inevitably carries the risk of desirability bias and limited generalisability. This systematic review does provide a welcome reminder that TRAP laws are not solely a US-specific phenomenon and their impact on abortion services needs to be investigated in other settings too. However, given abortion is already known to be safe in deregulated settings, the prior probability that extensive regulatory efforts will benefit women’s health is very low. It may, rather, be a question of measuring the degree of detriment.
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